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Latexco has contacted us with an amazing deal on overstock 3 natural latex mattress toppers made
in their duvet molds. This is a limited time blowout internet special for those looking to soften up an
existing mattress.

This 3 natural latex mattress topper has a unique pillow effect and was an integral part in a major
manufacturers natural latex mattress product line. However bad times have fallen upon that major
company and most the factories in the U.S. have been closed leaving our supplier with massive
inventory and they have chosen us to help them clear out this excessive inventory. What that means
to you is an unprecedented price for a 3 all natural latex topper that will dress up and provide a
plush feel to any mattress. These toppers come in 25 ILD and all sizes are available. All are
seamless except for King size. Bamboo/cotton zippered mattress topper covers available for all
sizes.

We have all sizes available on a first come first serve basis. Shipping is extra and will be calculated
during check out. Due to the nature of this special we do not offer a return policy however each
topper is guaranteed to be first quality, not rejects or seconds. This item is shipped in the raw and
minor imperfections are normal and will not affect the performance of the latex mattress topper at
all. Just lay it over your existing mattress, cover it with your sheet or additional mattress protector
and start enjoying a comfortable, pressure free sleep!
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